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Violet Affleck and Jennifer Garner
Despite their different hair colors, Violet is definitely
Jen's mini-me. They both have almond-shaped eyes and share the
same unique dimples in their plump cheeks. Photo: PR Photos/
PRPhotos.com

Our 5 Favorite Celeb BFFs

By Courtney Omernick
Hollywood is full of amazing celebrity couples, but, what
about the celeb “friend” couples, or, “BFF”s?

Below is a list of our five
favorite celebrity BFFs. See if you
agree!
1. Tina Fey and Amy Poehler: Tina and Amy shared the screen on
“Saturday Night Live” for years, but their friendship began in
the 90’s when they were both studying improv comedy in
Chicago.
Related Link: Love Advice: Can Jennifer Lawrence and Bradley
Cooper’s Work Marriage Work
2. Drew Barrymore and Cameron Diaz: These Charlie’s
Angels stars became best friends during the first film in
2000, and they attended each other’s weddings.

Related Link: Famous Couple Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie: When
is it Time to Seek Help?
3. Demi Lovato and Selena Gomez: This pair’s friendship began
ten years ago when they both auditioned for Barney, and
they’ve remained close ever since.
4. Taylor Swift and Emma Stone: These two actresses met at the
Young Hollywood Awards five years ago, and their celebrity
friendship blossomed from there. Taylor said in 2011 that Emma
is like a sister to her.
5. Zach Galifianakis and Bradley Cooper: These two were
friends long before they starred together in The Hangover.
Bradley made an appearance on Zach’s VH1 talk show, Late
World, in 2002 and was one of the first stars to appear on his
Funny or Die Between Two Ferns series.
What are some of your favorite celebrity BFFs? Comment below!

10 Celebrity Moms Over 40
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Mariah Carey
Always known for living big, Carey not only had twins,
Moroccan and Monroe, at the age of 42, but they were born on
April 30 -- Carey and husband Nick Cannon’s third wedding
anniversary! To celebrate the special occasion, the couple
renewed their wedding vows in the hospital with help from Rev.

Al Sharpton. But the pregnancy wasn't easy. She suffered a
miscarriage in 2008, followed by acupuncture and hormone
treatments to boost fertility before getting pregnant. Mariah
Carey and Nick Cannon. Photo: Juan Rico/Fame Pictures

5 Celebrity Couples
Waited for Marriage

that

By April Littleton
The decision to have sex isn’t one that should be taken
lightly, but it’s a personal choice. You may choose to wait
until the love of your life comes along or you may not (just

make sure you’re always safe). In Hollywood, many celebrities
are quick to hop into bed with the next star they see standing
next to them on the red carpet, but this isn’t true for every
person who has the spotlight shining down on them. Some
celebrities pledge abstinence because of their religious
beliefs, while others hold out until marriage out of respect
for themselves. Here are five couples who waited until their
big day:
1. Kevin Jonas and Danielle Deleasa: Kevin Jonas, the eldest
of the Jonas Brothers was very outspoken about his decision to
abstain from sex prior to getting married. As a symbol of his
beliefs, he wore a punk rock purity ring from Tiffany’s on his
ring finger. Jonas married his longtime girlfriend and former
hairdresser, Danielle Deleasa, on December 19, 2009. The
purity ring was replaced with a wedding ring, and now, the
happily-married pair is expecting their first baby.
Related Link: Celebrity Couples Who Cannot Wait to Become
Parents
2. Mariah Carey and Nick Cannon: After her marriage with music
executive Tommy Mottola came to a halt, Carey decided to
remain celibate with Nick Cannon until they exchanged
meaningful “I Do’s.” In a December 2008 interview for Mirror,
Carey said, “I definitely don’t want to push it on anybody
else. But we both have similar beliefs, and I just thought
that it would be so much more special if we waited until after
we were married.” The happy couple have been married for five
years now and are parents to twins, Monroe and Moroccan Scott,
age two.
3. Tina Fey and Jeff Richmond: The Saturday Night Live
alum was a virgin until she met her husband and composer of 30
Rock, Jeff Richmond, at the age of 24. The couple dated for
seven years before finally marrying in a Greek Orthodox
ceremony June 3, 2001. The famous pair is now parents to two

daughters, Alice Zenobia and Penelope Athena.
4. Adriana Lima and Marko JariÄ‡: In 2006, Lima told GQ
Magazine that she had no plans to have sex until after she was
married. The Brazilian Victoria’s Secret model married Serbian
NBA player, Marko JariÄ‡, on Valentine’s Day 2009. Since then,
the duo have become parents to Valentina and Sienna.
Related Link: 10 New Celebrity Moms
5. Jessica Simpson and Nick Lachey: Although this couple has
since broken up and moved on to different relationships, no
one can forget these lovebirds from the early 2000s. Because
of her religious background, Simpson announced she would
remain a virgin until her marriage to Lachey. The pop stars
married October 26, 2002, but unfortunately, things ended in
divorce only four years later.
What are some other celebrity couples who waited for marriage?
Share below.

New Comedic Romance Film,
‘Admission’ Starring Tina Fey

By Meghan Fitzgerald
Tina Fey, 3o Rock star, and Paul Rudd, recent star of This is
40, are joining together on the screen for the first time
together. Director, Paul Weitz, nominated for an Academy Award
shows what occurs on the route to happiness. Tina Fey’s
character in the new romance comedy, Admission, is a cookiecutter, straight edged Princeton admission officer, Portia
Nathan. A promotion is open for Portia, and she takes off on a
recruiting trip for the upcoming year. On the road, she
reconnects with her mother, expressing love for one another
again. Portia heads off to New Quest school.
Should you see it: This is Tina Fey ladies and gentleman! SNL
superstar, comedian of a myriad of skits, author of Bossy
Pants, star of Baby Mama. And Paul Rudd! Starring in big shot
movies such as Knocked Up, I Love You Man, and Role
Models. Comedian extraordinaires! If you like to laugh
yourself off the chair, see this movie! If you enjoy a twist
of comedy and romance, see this movie! If you like either of
these all star comedians, see this movie!!

Who to take: Take people who enjoy comedy, people who like to
laugh for five minutes on end, or cry at the sincerity of
Fey’s character, Portia. Take your more mature children to the
PG-13 movie, or your mother for shared laughs. Take your
husband after a long week, or take yourself! All the people
above the age of thirteen are encouraged to see this comedic
romance film!
Related: French-Canadian Science, Romance Film, Upside Down
At New Quest, she meets up with former college classmate, the
optimistic John Pressman (Paul Rudd). He informs Portia that
Jeremiah (Nat Wolff) the extremely gifted yet slightly
unconventional student may be the child Portia secretly gave
up for adoption. Twists spiral out, Jeremiah is applying to
Princeton University. Portia re-evaluates the admission
requirements, Jeremiah’s application and the binding rules of
the Ivy League school. Portia finds herself bending the rules
for her possible child’s admission to Princeton, and for the
love she finds turning up in her life.
When should you take a professional risk for love?
Cupid’s Advice:
It is always challenging to know whether or not you should
take a professional risk for love. The possibility of losing
your job is a frightening thought. However, don’t you want a
little danger in your life? A little risk? Don’t you want to
discover if this person could be the love of your life? Even
if it may risk your life, do you want to risk your chance of
losing love? Cupid has some more advice:
1. Soul mates: You know that feeling when you just simply know
you and your partner mesh together? It is hard to describe
when you’re in it, you don’t believe you could get along with
one person so much. This feeling is when it would be
acceptable to take a professional risk for love. Even if it is

still scary for you, and you may not want to jump out of your
comfort zone, you absolutely should! When these feeling are
present, it is ridiculous to ignore them.
2. Danger: Are you looking for a little danger in your life?
Is the person you are currently seeing going to cause a risk
in your profession if you continue the relationship? If you
want to spice a few things up in your life, than take the
risk. Who knows what it will lead you to! Everyone needs a
little suspense, mystery, and secrecy once in a while.
Continue on the relationship with your mate will ensure all
three of these.
3. Feelings are mutual: You do not, and I repeat, do not want
to put a risk on your job for love if the feelings are not
mutual! This is where most people fall down hill and spiral
out of control. Do not be naive, ask your partner how they
honestly feel and what they foresee out of the relationship.
If your mate thinks you should take the risk because they care
for you more than life itself, take that risk!
Have you ever taken a professional risk for love? Share your
experience below!

5 Secrets from My Date with
Tina Fey and Amy Poehler

By Karen Siff Exkorn for GalTime.com
Tina Fey shares her lip gloss and talks to Amy Poehler in
crazy gibberish
I’m pretty sure it’s every woman’s dream to go on a date with
Tina Fey and Amy Poehler. Or at least it was mine.
So there I was, at the Beacon Theater in New York City,
attending an event to benefit autism called Night of Too Many
Stars. Hosted by Jon Stewart, the evening featured Ben
Stiller, Seth Rogen, Stephen Colbert, Harvey Keitel, Carly Rae
Jepsen, Katy Perry, Sting, and many more, including, Tina Fey
and Amy Poehler.
Jon Stewart announced that one of the live auction items was
to “spend a date night as the new best friend of Tina Fey and
Amy Poehler.” The next thing I knew, the bidding began and I
raised my hand high in the air. Cut to minutes later, I found
myself onstage at the Beacon Theater–with another winning
bidder and my new best friends Tina and Amy!
After an
intimate bonding experience in front of 3,000 audience

members, we were whisked outside for a photo shoot that was
later shown on a jumbo screen at the theater.
By spending a date night with these two incredibly talented
and amazing women, I learned a few things.

5 BFF Secrets I Learned with Tina Fey and Amy
Poehler
1.

They have a special language

You know how most best friends can complete each other’s
sentences or know how the other is feeling just by a glance?
Well, Tina and Amy have that, and more! It’s almost like they
relate on a psychic level.
When we were backstage, they
decided to come up with a skit that would involve us, only
they didn’t want us to know what they were planning. They
started communicating in what seemed like a combination of
gibberish and charades. Even though we were seated right next
to them, we had no idea what they were up to. Speaking very
quickly, gesturing wildly, and giggling in agreement, Tina and
Amy managed to create a spectacular skit in only minutes.

2.

They are who you think they are

If you already guessed from their movies and interviews that
Tina and Amy are fabulous, smart, funny women, then you’re
right.
These women are the real thing.
Some actors just
“act” like they’re nice, when they’re really not. A producer
friend of mine interviews celebrities and shares horror
stories of how some actresses are all “smiling and nice” when
the cameras are on and all “bitchy and diva-esque” once the
cameras are off.
Tina and Amy could not have been nicer
during the time we spent together. They not only treated us
with love and respect, but they also treated the cameraman,
crew and all of the fans who crowded around to watch us during
the photo shoot with the same love and respect.

3.
They don’t engage in “Tripping the Head
Cheerleader” behavior
Being a woman in show business (or any business for that
matter) can be a challenge.
Business is competitive, and
women not only have to deal with the competition from others,
but also with that ever present glass ceiling. I should know.
I’ve had my own management consulting business for over 20
years. Tina and Amy are in a business that’s typically
controlled by men, and yet, they’ve risen to the top. Why?
Because, instead of trying to beat each other up or engage in
undermining behaviors (as I’ve seen many women do), they
support each other and nurture each other’s careers. You’ve
seen their work together on SNL and in the movies–these women
are each other’s head cheerleaders. If more women could learn
to support each other and cheer each other on, we could use
that collective energy to break through that glass ceiling
once and for all.

4. They’re both caring moms who care about more
than just their own kids
Tina has her beautiful daughters Alice and Penelope, and Amy
has her adorable sons Archie and Abel. You can tell they’re
caring parents by the way they gush about their kids. But
their caring goes beyond their own kids. They both generously
donated their time and talent to appear at this benefit for
autism education, and were interested to learn more about
children with autism.
Because of my personal relationship
with autism, I shared our son’s story of recovery. We talked
about the ongoing need for autism education as more and more
children are being diagnosed. And we all wept while watching
Katy Perry perform an incredibly moving duet with a young girl
with autism whose dream was to meet her singing idol one day.
(If you haven’t seen it, it’s worth watching on YouTube.)

5. They share lip gloss
In an attempt to lighten the mood (since I started getting
teary-eyed writing my last entry), I’ve decided to share my
last bit of insider information about Tina and Amy.
Tina
carries lip gloss. Amy does not. So Tina shared her lip
gloss with Amy.
And when Tina overheard me saying that I
wished I’d brought my own lip gloss, she generously offered to
share hers with me. Yes, it’s true. I shared Tina’s lip
gloss. As I smeared the gloss on my lips with the wand that
had just touched both Tina and Amy’s lips, I secretly hoped
that their brilliance might rub off on me. I’m still hoping…

Celebrities Come Together at
NBC Universal Benefit to Help
Hurricane Sandy Victims

By Nic Baird
Hurricane Sandy’s destruction of homes and power grids along
the East Coast has prompted NBCUniversal to schedule a onehour telethon special presented live from NBC’s 30 Rock
studios in New York on Friday at 8 p.m., according to
Hollywood Reporter. The emotional response includes
musical performers Bruce Springsteen, Christina Aguilera,
Billy Joel, Sting, and Jon Bon Jovi. They will take the stage
with actors and media personalities like Brian Williams, Jimmy
Fallon, Kevin Bacon, Tiny Fey, and John Stewart to promote
hope for the victims. Many networks like HBO, NBCU, SyFy,
Style, and others will feature the special to raise donations
for The American Red Cross’ Sandy relief.
How do you bond as a couple while giving back at the same
time?
Cupid’s Advice:
It’s hard to balance your goals of contributing to the greater
good, and growing stronger as a couple. But it’s very easy to

manage if you take some cautious steps to make sure your joint
venture into charity doesn’t end in a worse disaster than the
one you’re fundraising.
1. Discuss your purpose: Before rolling up your sleeves,
discuss with your partner the reasons this contribution is
important to you. Listen to your significant other’s opinion
and ideals regarding future charitable work. If you find a
common purpose to share with your partner, then you’ve just
hit two birds with one stone.
2. Work together: While dividing up the tasks is an effective
way of completing work that is important to both of you, you
won’t get the same bonding effect as you will
together. Laboring for your cause as a unit, and sacrificing
together affirms you’re both on the same team.
3. Review your achievements: After the work is done, it’s time
to debrief. You want to make sure you’re both comfortable with
the extent of your toils, and the good you’ve accomplished.
Discuss the effects your contribution made, the challenges you
faced, and ideas for future contributions as a couple.
What are some ways you’ve contributed to causes with your
partner? Share your experiences below!

Funny Girl Tina Fey Welcomes
a Baby Daughter

Tina Fey’s comedy troupe just got bigger.
The funny girl
welcomed daughter Penelope Athena on Wednesday, reports
People. The 30 Rock actress, 41, is already mom to 5-year-old
Alice with husband Jeff Richmond, 50.
During her “easy”
second pregnancy, Fey joked with Ellen Degeneres about waiting
discover her baby’s gender. “I’m just going to see what it
chooses to wear to prom,” said Fey.
What are the advantages of waiting to find out the gender of
your child?
Cupid’s Advice:
Though discovering your child’s gender can soothe your
curiosity, waiting for the surprise does have advantages.
Here are a few:
1. Surprise: Nothing can beat the surprise of meeting your son
or daughter for the first time.
If you know the gender
beforehand, some of that initial surprise will have
disappeared when you finally give birth.
2. Guessing games: Guessing the gender of your baby can be

very entertaining.
Researching old wives’ tales or even
taking a poll amongst your friends is a great way to raise
excitement. In fact, it could make a great baby shower game.
3. No stress: While ultrasounds are nearly always correct,
they do make mistakes.
If you’re on a budget, it may be
better to prepare for a child of either gender.
If you
prepare for a girl and end up with a little boy, you may have
a lot of new shopping to do.
Did you wait to find out the gender of your baby?
to share your experience in a comment below!

30
Rock’s
Pregnant

Tina

Fey

Feel free

is

Funny gal Tina Fey revealed some big news on a recent taping
of The Oprah Winfrey Show. According to People, the 30 Rock
star announced that she is expecting her second child. Fey
currently has a 5-year-old daughter named Alice with her
husband, Jeff Richmond. The expectant mother went on Oprah to
promote her new book, Bossypants.
How do you prepare your five-year old for a new sibling?
Cupid’s Advice:
For
can
how
can

a young child, the announcement of a new brother or sister
be both exciting and terrifying. Remind your children just
special they are to you and what a great role model they
be for their new sibling:

1. Spend quality time with your child: Spending time with your
son or daughter when you’re expecting will make them feel
secure in that they are not being replaced by the new baby.
2. Include them in your plans: Take your child shopping with
you to pick out the baby clothes and furniture. It’s a great
way for them to bond with you and their future sibling.

3. Answer their questions: Have open and constant
communication with your child. Tell them that you will always
be there for them and that they can come to you with any
concerns about your changing lives.

Tina Fey & Steve Carell in
‘Date Night’

This comedy action film is about a hardworking couple and
exhausted parents, Phil and Claire Foster (Steve Carell from
the “The Office” and Tina Fey of “30 Rock”), that can barely
find the energy and enthusiasm to go on their routine date

night. Aware that the romantic spark is going out of their
relationship, Phil and Claire decide to do something different
for this night out. When they can’t get into a popular
restaurant in the city, they take another couple’s
reservations and are mistaken as the Tripplehorns by the bad
guys who are hunting the other couple down.

Can a couple rekindle the spark in a relationship?
Cupid’s Advice:
Couples set into a routine may find themselves doing nothing
instead of something exciting because they find no enthusiam
or energy left. In order to avoid being stuck in a ‘rut,’
Cupid has found some much safer ways than Phil and Claire
Foster’s date night to re-ignite your relationship below:
1. Make the relationship a priority: Spend time alone together
and focus on each other. Touch often. Reconnect by talking
more about dreams, fears and personal stories and avoid
discussions about schedules, kids and to-do lists.
2. Mix it up: Break out of your comfort zone and stop
following a routine. Try a new place or activity. Steal away a
few minutes early in the morning or cut back on late night TV.
3. Go with the flow: Show your trust in your partner. Whether
something bad or good happens, you’re in it together. Don’t be
afraid to show a different side of yourself.
It’s not always easy to come up with a special way to spend
time with your partner. Follow Cupid to Weekend Affairs:
Nighttime Thrills! for some fun suggestions.
DVD Release Date: August 10, 2010

